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Why have a  professional photographer 

As a couple this may be the first time you will have been photographed professionally and it should 
be a wonderful experience almost like being a movie star for a day. However you may not have a 
proper idea of what type of photographer you need for your wedding day. This can be a little 
daunting so to help you i have compiled some useful information to help make sure your getting 
the best photography for your once in a lifetime day.

Choosing your wedding photographer wisely is very important so you should be meeting him or her 
in person and ask to see their portfolio or albums etc. before booking. Don't be afraid to ask things 
even if you feel it may not me relevant …A good photographer will always welcome you and be 
ready to answer your questions.

Digital Photography

Digital cameras and smart phones are fantastic and we can all take some wonderful photos for 
facebook, instagram or that family print. A professional photographer however is someone who has 
spent many years learning and developing their skills and craft and understands things that can 
take photography to another level to produce some amazing images. He or she will should 
understand things like lighting, exposure, composition, depth of field, post editing and much much 
more. As a professional wedding photographer its also about having the ability to work under 
pressure and to be able to think quickly because situations do change at any given time such as 
weather , lighting, timings, the environment and so on . With weddings theres no second chances 
its now or never and thats a big responsibility even for a professional. 

Things to remember 

1.    One of the most important things is for you both to be comfortable and relaxed in front of the 
camera and this can only be achieved working with the right photographer. He or she should be 
able to make you feel at ease, have fun and enjoy the experience. Personally I like to meet couples 
before they book so not only do they get to see my portfolio but it is also a chance to chat in person 
and get comfortable with each other. In some cases when couple’s are very nervous we arrange a 
pre wedding photo shoot so they can get used to the experience of being in front of a camera 
before the big day.

2.    Type of photographs and length of coverage is very important. As wedding photographers we 
are with you for a large part of your day because its our job to make sure your story is told as it 
unfolds. It is important to think about many things including bridal prep for example,  as  these 
images are magical and ones the groom would never see if excluded from the day. The same way 
the bride wouldn't get to see the groom waiting at the church anxiously for his bride. At Pete Davis 
photography we offer full coverage with 90% of our packages meaning this is included 
automatically. There are a number of other options worth thinking about which we personally 
discuss with you before the big day.

3.   Timings are critical for a smooth session. Each photographer works slightly different  but it’s 
important  to allow enough time between the end of the ceremony and your reception meal. Lots of 
couples forget this which can potentially leave them without those important romantic and personal 
shots around the venue. In addition remember to allow additional time if your re locating for 
example if your reception is quite a distance from the church or ceremony. As a guide i normally 
advise 1 1/2 hours which is 1/2 hour for group shots and 45 mins to an hour with the couple alone.



Please note this is just a guide but remember the more time you give your photographer the more 
photos and variety you will have.

4.   Evening coverage is optional in most cases. Most couples have evening photography for the 
first dance which is important of course but in my experience and in a lot of cases couples later 
decline to have the images in their album, not because they don't like them but because they 
usually find the personal and romantic shots taken earlier in the day are more to their liking and 
look better for a nice classy album. It is worth remembering that  after a very long hectic day you 
may not feel or look a million dollars like at the start. The evening should be time to let your hair 
down have fun and spend as much time with your family and friends. That saying If it is a beautiful 
summers evening for warm light or sunsets then its worth spending an extra 15 minutes or so for a 
few more photos which will be priceless.

5.   When should I book …Well most couples get married during the summer months and the trend 
today is to book as soon as possible in many cases 2 and 3 years in advance unless your getting 
married soon after proposal. The best photographers do get booked up very quickly so bare this in 
mind. Most photographers rarely hold a date for you without some kind of booking fee or deposit 
especially if its a Saturday or Sunday during the summer months. 

6.  When will i see my images ….Each photographer has a different agenda but as a guide you 
should expect to see your images approximately 4 to 8 weeks after the wedding. This is because 
of busy schedules and processing time etc. Your album can take a further 2 to 4 weeks later 
depending on time taken by you deciding which photos you want in it.  At Pete Davis Photography 
we pre design a wedding album for you which you get to see at the same time as your images. 
This is a great way to get a feel and an idea of what your album can look like. We put in the photos 
that we feel best tells the story of your day, then its up to you if you want to swap and make any 
changes.  This  takes a lot of stress away from deciding from all your beautiful photos which ones 
to choose.

The above advise varies from photographer to photographer and is only a guide based on my own 
professional experience. There are lots of other questions you may have so please feel free to 
contact me or click here to view the most FAQ on my website which answers even more questions 
you may have.

If you want a quotation or maybe arrange a free no obligation viewing with the potential of booking 
me as your photographer then simple call me direct on 07951 077196 or contact me via email at 
info@petedavis-photography.com  or via my facebook page or website.

I look forward to meeting you, happy wedding planning !!   :-) 
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